
Workshop and Study Visit in Portsmouth, UK, September 1 - 12, 2008

The DonNTU short report after visiting the Portsmouth University

Establishment of the PURPLE DOOR which is the department consulting students, academics,
industrialists and other people interested in collaboration with the University. It can issue
recommendations and answer the questions related to studying, employment, industrial needs,
contact persons, etc.

Being in Portsmouth we got acquainted with the process of training and elements of organizational
and methodological work which can be applied at DonNTU, the Department of Personnel
Management and Labour Economics in particular. The main aspects of the positive experience are
as follows:

1. Informational activity.

The University has a special consultancy centre which is one of its structural subdivisions. It
prepares, develops and makes advertisement materials (booklets, news letters, and
prospectuses) and presents them to the school-leavers and students to inform them on the
faculties, disciplines and other problems related to the training process. The contents of the
economics and management courses and the form of their presentation are also worth paying
attention to.

2. Collaboration with business.

The following forms of participation of the academics in business collaboration can be
applied in DonNTU: postgraduate course for business representatives, student diploma
projects and course works done according to the company’s order. Short presentations made
at the University by the business representatives.
The collaboration advantages should be properly advertised. The partnership is to be
mutually beneficial.  DonNTU gets money for the training. The company is interested in
paying for the specialist training rather than in hiring the unknown person.The sponsorship
of the industry (out-of-date equipment, materials, tools used to fulfill the course works) is
one of the results of collaboration with business.

3. Methodological work.

Course works on particular practical problems which the students do. The University’s
academics are consultants. The students present the work as the demonstration posters made
according to the certain requirements. All project consultants give the mark.

4. Training.

The University trains company’s representatives according to the individual plans and
programmes. The terms of training are also individual. Practice is of paramount importance.
The students who are supposed to be employed at the company are also trained on the
analogous curricula. The students can work at the company for a certain period of time and
then go on studying alternating the theoretical and practical parts of the curriculum.
The Retraining Centre of DonNTU should go on developing. The practical work at the
companies should last longer.



5. Research.

Small groups of academics and strategic business partners make research. Some academics
are the company’s consultants. 50% of the research budget covers the salaries. The
university’s and business representatives take part in the grants given by the government. As
a rule the grants are related to some certain problem solving.
The University should have the Information Centre to inform the companies on the
innovation technologies developed at DonNTU.

6. Industrial Advisory Board.

It was established on the initiative of the University. This consultancy board could be
established in Donetsk to promote the collaboration of the University with business.
Collaboration of the Universities with the Region Administration and Companies.It should
be the initiative of DonNTU to have a meeting with the Region Administration. Discuss the
presentations made in Portsmouth on the topic; organize the “Round Table” discussions.

7. Learning by Work and Work Placement.

The programmes are worth of being introduced at DonNTU as they integrate the classical
methods of training and form professional skills and knowledge.The work of the
Employment Centre of DonNTU should be improved. 

8. Knowledge Transfer Partnership Qualification Assessment Assurance.

The training administrators of DonNTU are recommended to introduce some elements of the
programme especially dealing with credits and qualifications while training business
representatives.

9. Presentation making.

Students should be taught the methods and requirements of making them properly.

10.The Diploma Paper Presentation.

The results of the diploma papers done by the best Masters and Specialists should be
presented at the University’s Information Stand.


